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LOYAL LOOT

Formed in 2004, Loyal Loot was founded with a common 
desire to create objects of integrity and timelessness. 
Operating as a two person team, partners Doha 
Lindskoog and Anna Thomas design, produce and 
handle all operations from their studios in Edmonton and 
Calgary, Canada. Loyal Loot’s aesthetic embodies an 
element of storytelling, with emphasis on simple forms 
and a dedication to craft and nature. Loyal Loot’s work 
has been exhibited in London, Berlin, Milan, Stockholm, 
New York and Toronto and is represented by retailers 
internationally. Sustainabilty has been a cornerstone for 
Loyal Loot since inception, and we are driven to explore 
ways to create thoughtful work for a sustainable future.

You can find us at www.loyalloot.com, or reach us by 
email at mail@loyalloot.com. 

Anna Thomas Doha Lindskoog

http://www.loyalloot.com
mailto:mail@loyalloot.com


Materials
Assorted fabric
*Colour variations upon request

Dimensions 
L 53”  W 35”  
L 1346 mm  W 889 mm

Design 
Carmen Douville

BUDDINGTON BEAR RUG

An aggressive symbol of a hunter’s trophy is transformed 
into a playful, soft, and inviting tapestry. The plush design 
is created using a diverse array of textiles and traditional 
hooking methods, including a silk bloodstain detail.  



Materials
Baltic birch plywood
Maple veneer

Dimensions
H 83”  W 4”  D 3”
H 2108 mm  W 101 mm  D 76 mm

Design 
Dara Humniski

COATHANG

Paying homage to the spirit of the campfire, CoatHang 
consciously mimics the careful tear of an axe on a piece 
of kindling. Each cut, like a branch on a tree, can be used 
for hanging items like scarves, hats and jackets. Featuring 
a unique structural design, CoatHang remains stationary 
by two friction points at the wall and floor. Minimal 
hardware required, with a keyhole cut out.



Materials
Reclaimed logs, Acrylic paint, 
Water-based gloss finish

Dimensions
2“ - 12“ Diameters  
50mm - 305mm
Heights vary

Design 
Doha Chebib Lindskoog

LOG BOWLS

Log Bowls combine the beauty of a tree in its natural 
state with a high gloss, vibrant finish. Each bowl is 
handmade using locally reclaimed trees of all varieties 
(fallen or cut down due to infrastructure or inclement 
weather). The trees are hand selected, gathered, turned 
and finished by loyal loot and local artisans. Log Bowls 
come in a wide variety of colours and are refined by hand 
with a water-based, furniture grade finish. *Intended for use 

with dry goods and accessories. Wipe clean with a damp cloth.



Materials
FSC Maple or Vegetable tanned 
leather from France. Metal and maple 
structural inserts

Dimensions
Life Sized

Design 
Anna Thomas

MONSIEUR DRESSUP / Mannequin Set

Used individually or all at once, Monsieur DressUp 
Mannequin Set – Collar, Cuff and Pocket can wear your 
jacket, scarf and accessories with style, adding 
personality to any space. Undress and redress the set by 
the door, bedside, or in a change room. The gentle curve 
of each piece highlights and maintains the delicate form 
of your favourite garments, handbags and accessories. 
Each hook is handmade by loyal loot and utilizes bent 
plywood lamination and leather moulding techniques.



Materials
FSC certified Maple
Clear non-toxic hand rubbed laquer
*custom wood and colour options

Dimensions
W 4.7“  H 7.5” D 1.75“
W 120mm  H 190 mm D 45 mm

Design 
Anna Thomas

MONSIEUR DRESSUP / Maple Collar

Monsieur DressUp tailored maple collar gives any room 
a sense of style. Perfect at the door, by your bed or in a 
change room; this gently curved hook can adorn your 
shirt, scarf or necklace, while dutifully maintaining the 
delicacy and shape of your favourite garments. Each 
hook is handmade by loyal loot and utilizes bent plywood 
lamination and leather moulding techniques.



Materials
FSC certified Maple
Clear non-toxic hand rubbed laquer
*custom wood and colour options

Dimensions
W 4.15“ H 4.5 ” D 2” ID 1.5”
W 105mm H 114mm D 50mm ID 38mm

Design 
Anna Thomas

MONSIEUR DRESSUP / Maple Pocket

This tailored Maple Pocket gives any room a sense of 
style. Perfectly sized to hold your phone, glasses and 
accessories; hang it at the door, bedside or at your desk. 
Each pocket is handmade by loyalloot and utilizes bent 
plywood lamination and moulding techniques. The 
pocket design produces zero waste. 



Materials
FSC certified Maple
Clear non-toxic hand rubbed laquer
*custom wood and colour options

Dimensions
Dia. 3.25“ L 3.15”
Dia. 83mm L 80mm

Design 
Anna Thomas

MONSIEUR DRESSUP / Maple Cuff

This versatile Cuff shaped wall hook offers an artful and 
practical option to hang clothes, bags, and accessories. 
Use the hooks individually or arrange them into rows or 
clusters to create your own unique display. A pleasing 
and classic form, these hooks are well suited for any 
space in need of a storage solution – perfect for an 
entrance, living room or closet fixture. Each hook is 
handmade by loyal loot and utilizes bent plywood 
lamination and leather moulding techniques.



Materials
Coldformed mahogany rubber
plywood form. Closed cell foam. Hand 
stiched leather seat cover. 
Powder-coated aluminum legs

Dimensions
Seat H 16”  W 55”  D 20” 
H 400 mm  W 1400 mm  D 500 mm

Design 
Anna Thomas

PILLOW CHAIR

Pillow Chair is calm, cool and collected – combining 
cushioned asymmetry with grounded linear lines. 
Crafted with Sørensen Leather and cold formed bent ply, 
the seat is draped and cut on a bias, contouring the body 
with a nod to garment making.

*Arrives in an oversized pillow case slip cover



Materials
Tulle, freshwater pearls, stones or
shells. Available in a multitude of 
colours and grid patterns. 

Dimensions
W 72“  H 72“
W 1803mm  H 1803mm

Design 
Anna Thomas
Carla Thomas

CARRIE BLANKET

Integrating utility and fashion, Carrie Blanket maintains a stylish 
mesh barrier between you and pesky insects. Lightweight, structural, 
and sheer, each blanket is created by hand sewing tulle textile with 
fresh water pearls, stones and shells. Lay out as a bedspread, hang 
as a window covering, or pack for a stylish picnic. 



Materials
Mirror, glass, polyester film

Dimensions
W 23.6”   H 23.2”
W 600mm  H 590mm

Design 
Doha Chebib Lindskoog

MINERAL MIRROR

Capture a subtle glow with Mineral Mirror’s combination 
of crystalline form and vibrant colour. Employing a three-
dimensional, illustrative quality, this ethereal surface 
offers a sense of depth and vibrancy to any space.



LOG BOWL COLOUR CHART // Custom colours available upon request. 

TURQUOISE

CHESTNUT

NAVY

COBALT

DARK OCEAN

PERIWINKLE

SKY

BLUE JAY

ROBIN’S EGG

PEACOCK

TWILIGHT

EGGPLANT STORM FOREST

FIRBRICK CURRANT VIOLET

OLIVECARAMEL POPPY LILAC

KIWI

SAGE

TANGERINE PETAL DUSK 

CELERY

CLAY

ORANGE FOG

MINT

SANDALWOOD

CANTALOUPE MARSHMALLOW

AQUA

BEACH

MANDARIN

MAGENTA

GRAPEFRUIT

GRASS

CLOVER

NOUGAT

LEMON

FLAMINGO

MERINGUE

BUTTER

CREME

LIQUORICE BUTTERSCOTCH

DENIM

CORAL

RHUBARB

PEBBLE

POWDER EUCALYPTUS

LICHEN

SHADOW

MERLOT

BLOSSOM

CLEAR / NATURALHAY OCHREROSE KHAKI


